Dynamically typed languages increase programmer's productivity at the expense of some runtime overheads to manage the types of variables, since they are not declared at compile time and can change at runtime. One of the most important overheads is due to very frequent checks that are introduced in the specialized code to identify the type of the variables.
Introduction
The popularity of dynamically typed programming languages has increased significantly in the last years [33] . The most common languages are JavaScript, Python, PHP, Ruby, Smalltalk and Self. Nowadays, JavaScript is the most popular one [8] .
The dynamic typing feature of these languages require that their applications are Just-in-Time (JIT) compiled. A characteristic of these languages is that variables are neither declared nor bound to a particular type in the source code, and their types may change during the execution. Compilers usually make some assumptions about the types of the variables, in order to generate specialized code, which is significantly more efficient than a generic one. These assumptions are based on some dynamic profiling information collected previously by the runtime, during the execution of the application.
Therefore, we can identify two main types of overheads in the execution of these languages: the overheads associated to the dynamic compilation, profiling, garbage collector, and other housekeeping tasks and the overheads related to the verifications of the assumptions that have been introduced in the specialized code. In modern JITs, these verifications are referred to as checks.
In this paper, we take an innovative approach to eliminate some of these checks. A detailed characterization of representative applications shows that most of the time variables stay with the same type throughout the whole execution of a program. We have also observed that programs normally use a limited number of classes (as in object-oriented programming) and these classes tend to remain constant. Based on these observations, we propose a hardware mechanism to track classes and more specifically, which object properties and arrays of these classes contain objects that always have the same type (i.e., they are monomorphic). Once we have identified these properties, the information is passed to the compiler, which can use it to remove some checks and perform new optimizations assuming that the type of these variables will never change. The last key element of our scheme is an efficient way to verify the compiler assumptions. For this purpose, when a store that writes an object property is executed, the Memory Unit sends a request to a special hardware structure called the Class Cache, which tracks the properties that so far are monomorphic. If this is the case for the property to be written, then an exception is triggered when trying to write them, as long as this property has been used to remove any check. This exception is captured by the runtime, which can choose to execute a non-specialized version of the code or recompile the offending function.
In this work we use JavaScript as a vehicle to demonstrate the benefits of the proposed technique. First of all, we develop an instrumented version of V8, the JavaScript engine used by Google, which allows us to perform a detailed characterization for a representative set of benchmarks. In particular, this analysis quantifies the overhead due to checks.
The proposed scheme attacks this overhead and results in significant improvements in performance (7.1% speedup on average for optimized code and up to 34% for some applications) and energy consumption (6.5% reduction on average).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the related work is presented. Section 3 provides an overview of the most important aspects of the V8 JavaScript engine. In Section 4, we describe the proposed hardware mechanism and some optimizations that rely on it. The results are presented in section 5 and finally, section 6 concludes this paper.
Related Work
The state-of-the-art technique that modern JITs use to deal with the dynamic typing feature is known as Inline Caching [21, 22] . It is based on specializing every code section that accesses a variable or an object property, according to the types that have been previously seen during profiling.
Inline Caching technique was first introduced in the Smalltalk compilers [21] and it was later used in Self compilers [ [20] . Checked Load [20] introduces automatic checking of types. Basically, checks are not removed, but partially performed implicitly by a specialized hardware instead. However, this work deals only with those checks that are necessary just before an object property is loaded.
The V8 JavaScript Engine
In this paper we evaluate the proposed technique and demonstrate its benefits for a JavaScript [24] environment, which is the most popular dynamically typed language nowadays. In particular, we use the JavaScript engine from Google, which is known as V8 [9] [11 [15] [16] . Other vendors have alternative engines for JavaScript. Apple uses Nitro [26] (previously known as SquirrelFish Extreme), Mozilla uses SpiderMonkey [19] and Microsoft uses Chakra [34] . The proposed scheme can be applied to other dynamically typed languages and engines.
V8 is open source and widely used. V8 compiles JavaScript to native machine code (IA-32, x86-64, ARM, or MIPS) before executing it, instead of using other traditional techniques such as interpreting it and compiling only those sections that are frequently used. Below we outline its internal operation because it will help to understand how our scheme works.
V8 was specifically designed for fast execution of large JavaScript applications. Depending on the nature of a specific program, its performance is normally better if it runs the same functions repeatedly, instead of running many different functions very few times each. This is because V8 optimizer focuses on hot functions (i.e. those functions that execute more often). V8 includes two compilers: The first one is called Full Codegen, which has light overhead but produces generic code; The second one is called Crankshaft, and is slower but produces more optimized code, including code specialization [6] [35] [36] .
Hidden Classes
JavaScript is an object-oriented programming language in which classes are not explicitly specified by the programmer. However, hidden classes are immutable entities introduced by V8 that represent object types. In other words, objects that share the same hidden class have the same type. In this regard, each hidden class represents an ordered set of object named variables and methods (i.e., object properties). When at runtime an object is created for the first time, its hidden class is also created. Moreover, every time that a new property, x, is added to an object, the object changes its hidden class to another one, which contains all properties of the old hidden class plus the property x. If this latter hidden class does not exist yet (i.e. it is the first time that x is added to the old hidden class), then it is created. Note that the first field of each object contains the address of the hidden class descriptor, which is also used as hidden class identifier.
Furthermore, objects contain two reserved special properties, which are used to manage their numbered variables (i.e., variables that are indexed by a number): The elements array pointer and the elements length, which are located in the third and fourth 8-byte words of the object, respectively. The former contains a pointer that targets an internal array called the elements array, which contains all the variables of the object that are indexed by a number. Note that the addition of a numbered variable to an object does not change the hidden class of that object. The latter contains the length of the elements array, which can change during the execution. However, in some other cases, the elements length is directly located inside the elements array, instead of the object itself.
Inline Caching
Inline Caching technique has a twofold purpose: recording information concerning the types of objects and improving the performance of the system lookup routine used to disambiguate the type of objects when they are accessed. Each of the two compilers, Full Codegen and Crankshaft, applies this technique in a different manner.
During the execution of the generic code produced by Full Codegen, for each object property access, a call instruction is executed, which is constantly patched by the runtime. The first time that the access is produced, the call instruction targets a lookup routine that performs a sequence of steps that determine the type of the object and find the offset for that property. Then, the access is performed by this routine. Since this process is quite costly, a special software structure called Inline Cache (IC) is created, which contains specialized code (i.e., the code to perform that access) for that particular object type and the offset found. Then, the call instruction is patched to point to this Inline Cache. Therefore, subsequent accesses are substantially faster if the type keeps being the same. In this regard, a checking operation needs to be inserted before the generated code to verify that the type is the expected one.
The information recorded during the above process is also used by Crankshaft (the optimizing compiler) to perform more aggressive optimizations for hot code. In this regard, Crankshaft generates specialized code that performs directly the property accesses for those hidden classes previously encountered by the Inline Caches, instead of executing a call instruction for each of them. Also, checking operations are introduced in this specialized code, in order to verify that the encountered type is the expected one; otherwise (i.e. when a checking operation fails), the optimized code falls back to non-optimized code through a deoptimization bailout. Note that the specialized code produced by Crankshaft is much more efficient than the non-optimized code produced by Full Codegen, due to the fact that the call instructions are not present, which also allows that other standard compiler optimizations can be performed over this specialized code. Therefore, this specialized code is key to efficiently implement JavaScript characteristics, such as the dynamic typing feature.
Checking Operations
Next, we list the most common checking operations used in V8:
 Check Map: The first slot in each V8 object points to its class identifier (corresponding to its hidden class, which is its type). In this case, the type of an object is checked to be the same as that of another type, which has been seen before.
 Check SMI: A register containing a boxed object can be of two types: either a SMI (small integer), which has its last bit cleared or a pointer, which has its last bit set. In this case, the last bit of a register is checked to know whether it is a SMI.  Check Non-SMI: The opposite of Check SMI.
In Figure 1 , we show the breakdown of dynamic instructions for Checks, math assumptions and Tags/Untags categories. Checks category refers uniquely to the checking operations listed above. However, both math assumptions and Tags/Untags categories can also contain some of these checking operations. As we can see, 19 .5% of the dynamic instructions correspond to these categories for representative benchmarks (Octane [30] , Kraken [31] and SunSpider [27] suites) on their steady state, which is a significant amount of overhead. In V8, the most common kind of checking operations is referred to as Check Maps. However, other kinds of checks are also common during the execution of optimized code, such as Check Non-SMI.
Tags/Untags are operations used to box and unbox number values. When a number value is boxed, the register that supposedly contains that number does not contain the value directly. Instead, it contains the object (i.e. the address of the object, but its last bit is set to 1) where that value is stored. As an exception, if the boxed number is a SMI (i.e., a small integer), the value is located in the 32 most significant bits of the register and the last bit is set to 0. Note that some of the untagging operations also perform Check Maps, Check Non-SMI and Check SMI operations before the value is untagged, in order to verify that the number to be untagged has the expected type (i.e., either SMI or Non-SMI). We have included these additional checking operations in the Tags/Untags category.
On the other hand, the math assumptions category corresponds to some math operations that require some runtime value verifications on their source operands or the produced result. The most common scenarios are overflows of SMIs and division by 0.
Dynamic Type Profiling and Optimization
In this section we present our proposed technique and some of the optimizations that it allows, which reduce some of the most important overheads due to dynamic typing. First, we explain the reasons that have motivated us to devise this new technique. Next, we present the design and functionality of the technique and lastly, we describe some optimizations that make use of it.
Motivation
We have observed that for many benchmarks, the main source of the overhead quantified in Figure 1 comes from checking operations of objects obtained from properties or elements arrays. In Figure 2 we quantify this overhead for both the whole application and optimized code. Note that we also include part of the overhead of untagging operations, which corresponds to the checking operations needed before unboxing a value.
We can see that about half of the total benchmarks present a zero overhead. One of the major reasons for this is that some of them do not exploit the object-oriented paradigm of JavaScript and therefore, they do not perform many dynamic object accesses. Another important reason is that although some of these benchmarks perform a significant number of object accesses, they do not require any checking operation after these accesses because they use built-in JavaScript objects for their computations. Note that most of the properties from built-in objects are either readonly or type specific (e.g., Float64Array objects) and therefore, they do not require any type check after they have been obtained. Finally, there are a few number of benchmarks that still are spending a significant fraction of the time in non-optimized code (e.g., string-base64 benchmark, from SunSpider suite), which does not suffer from the overheads targeted in this section. For the rest of this paper, in order to evaluate the impact of these particular checking operations, we have selected the benchmarks with more than 1% overhead, which represent 27 out of 54 benchmarks. In this regard, we have averaged the benchmarks suites of Figure 2 only for these selected benchmarks. We can see that these overheads represent 10.7% of the total dynamic instructions for the whole application in steady state. Furthermore, if we take into account only the optimized code, these overheads represent 15.9% of the total dynamic instructions, which is quite significant.
On the other hand, we have observed that most of the type checks quantified in Figure 2 are performed over monomorphic properties or monomorphic elements arrays (i.e., those that contain objects with the same type throughout the whole execution of the program). We have quantified that 66% of the object load accesses target either monomorphic properties or monomorphic elements arrays as showed in Figure 3 . Lastly, we have also observed that many checking operations target these object load accesses. Therefore, the key idea behind our technique is that these checking operations can be removed as long as the monomorphism of the variables is preserved during the execution of the program.
Finally, we have also observed that programs normally use a limited number of hidden classes and these classes tend to remain constant. Our analysis of representative workloads reveals that the number of hidden classes is relatively small in almost all benchmarks: they all use up to 32 hidden classes excepting box2d and raytrace, from Octane. Therefore, the hardware structure that we use to keep the hidden class information about monomorphic properties or monomorphic elements arrays (i.e., the Class Cache) does not have important storage requirements.
The Proposed Mechanism
The proposed mechanism is based on a small, special new HW/SW structure called the Class Cache that keeps information about monomorphic properties and monomorphic elements arrays at hidden class level. In other words, for each hidden class, it stores which properties and elements arrays contain objects with the same type (i.e. a particular hidden class or SMI) during the whole execution of a pro- gram. This structure collects information during the execution of the code produced by the Full Codegen compiler (i.e., non-optimized code). This information is used to perform the optimizations in the code produced by Crankshaft compiler (i.e. optimized code). Then, this structure is accessed to verify the assumptions about monomorphic properties and monomorphic elements arrays. In this regard, the class properties' information is read on demand when a store that targets an object property is executed. Similarly, the class elements array' information is read on demand when a store that targets an elements array is executed.
On the other hand, a new entry is stored in this structure every time that a property of a new hidden class is written for the first time. Below we explain in detail the new structures used for this mechanism and how these two phases, profiling and optimization, work
The New Structures
In this section, we present the software and hardware components used for the proposed mechanism.
The Class List
The runtime maintains a software structure that we call the Class List, which stores the object types of the monomorphic properties and monomorphic elements arrays for each hidden class of the JavaScript application. As we outlined in Section 3.1, the V8 engine creates these hidden classes dynamically as objects are constructed. For each hidden class, the Class List contains as many entries as cache lines the objects belonging to this class occupy. Note that for each 64-byte cache line, there are up to seven 8-byte properties, because the first 8-byte word contains the identifier for the hidden class along with the corresponding relative cache line position. For each entry, it contains the following information.
 ClassID, Line: The identifier of the hidden class together with the relative cache line that this entry represents. As commented above, each entry represents up to seven properties of the object. Note that these identifiers are not the same that the ones used by V8 (described in section 3.1), which need 48 bits for their representation because they are memory addresses of the hidden class descriptors. Instead, the identifiers for the hidden class that we use (i.e., ClassID) are consecutive numbers, which allow us to represent them with only 8 bits. On the other hand, the Line attribute is represented with 8 bits. Note that the Class List occupies only 2^16 entries, which are located together in the same memory region. As special case, the SMI (i.e., small integer) type is encoded as 11111111.
 InitMap: An 8-bit map that indicates for each property of the entry whether it has been initialized in any object. This bitmap is initialized to zeros, indicating that no property has been initialized so far. Note that each bit represents a different property, so only the 7 leastsignificant bits are used in practice.
 ValidMap: An 8-bit map that indicates for each property of the entry whether this is monomorphic so far. As with InitMap field, each bit represents a property of the object. This bitmap is initialized to 11111111, indicating that all properties are monomorphic. Note that the first time that a type is profiled for a particular property, the corresponding bit of the InitMap field is set to 1. Then, if the type of that property differs from the profiled one, the corresponding bit of the ValidMap field is set to 0 and this will never be set to 1 again.
 SpeculateMAP: A bit map that indicates for each property whether a speculative optimization that depends on this property has been applied. This field is initialized to zeros.
 Prop1 … Prop7: Seven 1-byte fields that contains the ClassIDs that are profiled for each property of the entry. As special case, the Prop2 field of the first line of each object contains the ClassID that has been profiled for the objects contained in the elements array, as long as all the objects contained in this array have been profiled with one single ClassID.
 FunctionList: For each property, the list of functions that have been speculatively optimized based on this property.
In Table 1 ., monomorphic) , which means that they can be used for our optimizations. Moreover, findGraphNode function has been speculatively optimized assuming that the sixth (position) property is monomorphic, and its type is classPosition hidden class according to the profiling data. The two properties contained in the second cache line have not been used to optimize any function, despite the fact that both properties are valid and initialized. NodeList objects occupy only one cache line because they contain four properties. In Table 1 , all the properties of this hidden class have been initialized and are considered valid. Note also that the second property of this hidden class has been used to speculatively optimize findGraphNode function. As commented above, this is a special property that contains the elements array pointer of the object. Therefore, the hidden class profiled for this property (i.e., GraphNode) corresponds to the type of the objects contained in the elements array of NodeList.
Besides, there is a special register that has a pointer to this Class List in memory, in a similar way that there is a special register that points to the memory translation tables. Note that the Class List entries are together in the same 64 KB memory region and therefore, all the entries are indexed by adding to this special register the resulting value of concatenating the ClassID and the Line number attributes.
New Machine Instructions
The compiler (both Full Codegen and Crankshaft) identifies which stores can affect objects and they are encoded with a new different opcode through two new instruction called movStoreClassCache and movStoreClassCacheArray. The former is used for stores that target properties and the latter is used for stores to the elements array of an object. These instructions are similar to a mov x86-64 instruction, but in addition to the L1 data cache write, they perform a request to the Class Cache in parallel.
Besides these instructions, two more new instructions are required by our mechanism, which are called movClassID and movClassIDArray. The former loads the ClassID of an object to a special 8-byte register called regObjectClassId. If the object is a SMI (i.e., the least-significant bit of the register that represents the object is 0), the corresponding ClassID value for SMI's (i.e., 11111111) is directly loaded to the regObjectClassId. Otherwise, since the register that represents the object contains the memory address where the object resides, the ClassID is obtained from the first 8-byte word of this location. Note that this register will be used by both movStoreClassCache and movStoreClassCacheArray instructions. The latter works similar to the former, but instead of loading the ClassID to the regObjectClassId special register, it is loaded to a specified register among an additional set of four special 8-byte registers called regArrayObjectClassId0-3. Note that these registers will be consumed only by movStoreClassCacheArray instructions.
The Class Cache
The Class Cache is a cache of the Class List, in a similar way as the TLB is a cache of the Page Table. When a special store that writes to an object property or an elements array is executed, the Memory Unit sends a request to the Class Cache that includes the ClassID of the hidden class that contains that property or array, the relative cache line (0 in case of a movStoreClassCacheArray instruction), the position of the property that is written (3 in case of a movStoreClassCacheArray instruction) and the ClassID of the object to be stored.
In Figure 4 we depict a Class Cache request for a Figure 4 . Block diagram of a Class Cache access a for a movStoreClassCache instruction.
movStoreClassCache instruction. Note that in V8, the first 8-byte word of the first cache line of an object contains its hidden class identifier, which occupies the 48 leastsignificant bits. Therefore, we store the ClassID and Line parameters in the two most significant bytes of the first 8-byte word. Furthermore, for objects larger than one cache line, the rest of lines also contain the ClassID and Line parameters in the same position (and the rest of the bytes in the first 8-byte word are not used). Consequently, the proposed mechanism requires that objects are created aligned to cache lines. Note that this restriction is not costly [20] and both Nitro [26] and Mozilla JavaScript engines [19] already apply it. Moreover, a Class Cache request needs to specify the relative position that the property occupies inside the cache line. Since objects are cache line aligned, this information is contained in the bits 3-5 of the store address. Finally, each execution of a movStoreClassCache instruction requires the previous execution of a movClassID instruction, which loads the ClassID of the object that is written in the selected property to the regObjectClassId register.
In Figure 5 we illustrate a Class Cache request for the movStoreClassCacheArray instruction. This scenario is very similar to the previous one, with two main differences. The first one is that the relative property position and the Line parameters of the Class Cache are fixed to 3 and 0, respectively. This is because the field inside the Class Cache that is reserved for the second property of each hidden class (i.e., the special property that contains the pointer to the elements array) is used to keep the ClassID that has been profiled for the objects contained in the elements array. Note that this special property will never be used by a movStoreClassCache instruction. The second difference is that the ClassID parameter of the Class Cache (i.e., the hidden class identifier of the object that contains the array in which the store will write) comes from another special register (regArrayObjectClassId0-3), which is selected by the movStoreClassCacheArray instruction. In this regard, each execution of a movStoreClassCacheArray instruction requires also the previous execution of a movClassIDArray instruction, apart from the corresponding movClassID instruction. This movClassIDArray instruction loads the ClassID of the object that contains the elements array to one of the regArrayObjectClassId0-3 registers.
Note that in the optimized code, both movStoreClassCache and movStoreClassCacheArray instructions are inserted only for those properties or elements arrays that still are considered monomorphic. Otherwise, a regular store is used. Furthermore, the movClassIDArray instructions can be moved out of the loop in many cases, as long as the variable that contains the object is not modified inside the loop and there are not function calls inside this loop. For this reason, we have four regArrayObjectClassId0-3 registers, in order to move out of the loop up to four movClassIDArray instructions for different objects that are accessed inside the loop.
Each Class Cache entry contains the ClassID, the Line, the InitMap, the ValidMap and the SpeculateMAP attributes from the Class List, as we can see in Figure 6 . The ClassID and line parameters are used to index the Class Cache. The Class Cache checks whether it has the corresponding entry stored, as we can see in the left upper part of Figure 6 . If the class is not present, its information is obtained from the Class List in memory, in a similar way to a TLB miss, and one of the entries is replaced and copied back to the Class List. Once the requested entry is in the cache, the corresponding bits of InitMap, ValidMap and SpeculateMap are selected by the relative property position input parameter. Moreover the corresponding field with the profiled ClassID (Prop1-Prop7) is selected by this input parameter.
The first time that a particular property is selected, the corresponding InitMap bit contains a 0 value, indicating that no ClassID have been profiled yet for that property. Therefore, the Object ClassID input parameter is stored in the corresponding prop1-prop7 field and the InitMap bit is set to 1. For the following accesses to that property, the Object ClassID input parameter is compared to the corresponding prop1-prop7 field. When this comparison is not equal, the corresponding ValidMap bit is set to 0 and it will never be set to 1 again. Moreover, the corresponding SpeculateMap bit is checked. If this bit is set to 1, then a HW exception is raised, because at least one function was optimized assuming that this property was monomorphic, but it is not anymore. The exception routine deoptimizes the offending functions and sets to 0 the corresponding SpeculateMap bit.
How the Mechanism Works
As explained in section 3, when a function is invoked by the first time, the code is compiled by Full Codegen and then it is executed. This execution may create new classes and their corresponding entries in the Class List and the Class Cache. In addition, it updates all the fields of the Class Cache accordingly. That is, when a property or elements array is written, the Class Cache is accessed, in order to perform the corresponding profile.
When a function has been executed often enough (hot function), the runtime compiles it with the more aggressive compiler (Crankshaft). Using the information collected by the Class List, the compiler can perform some speculative optimizations that we describe later (section 4.3), based on the assumption that monomorphic properties or monomorphic elements arrays will remain so for the rest of the execution. When any of these optimizations are applied, the relevant bit in the SpeculateMAP of the corresponding property or elements array is set to 1. Figure 7 illustrates this optimization process.
For every store to an object property or elements array, the Class Cache is accessed, in order to perform the corresponding hidden class profiling and to check whether a misspeculation has occurred (i.e. a monomorphic property or elements array is not monomorphic anymore and it had previously been used to optimize at least one function). If so, then a hardware exception is triggered. In the exception routine, the V8 runtime is called, which invalidates and recompiles all the functions that have performed speculative optimizations assuming that the property or elements array was monomorphic. These functions are identified by the runtime through the FunctionList field of the Class List. Note that the application state is correct because up to this point in the execution all the assumptions were correct, so no recovery action is required.
There is a situation that deserves special attention, which is due to functions in the program stack (i.e. function f calls function g, and g causes an exception that requires f to be deoptimized). This case can be handled by performing on-stack-replacement, which is a technique that modern JavaScript engines already support. Although this technique introduces some overheads (extra movClassID and movClassIDArray instructions, larger objects, Class Cache misses), it allows for new compiler optimizations, and the net benefit is a significant reduction in execution time and energy consumption, as we will see in the next sections.
New Speculative Optimizations
Functions compiled with the non-optimizing compiler do not contain any speculation and are executed as usual. When functions become hot and are optimized by the Crankshaft compiler, the information contained in the Class Cache and the Class List is used to optimize the generated code. Below we describe several new optimizations that we have developed based on this scheme. Note that these optimizations also includes checking operations that are necessary for the Tags/Untags quantified in Figure 1 
Check Maps Elimination
We remove the Check Maps operations that verify monomorphic properties or monomorphic elements arrays.
Check Non-SMI Elimination
We remove the Check Non-SMI operations that verify the monomorphic properties or monomorphic elements arrays that are profiled as non-SMI.
Check SMI Elimination
We remove the Check SMI operations that verify monomorphic properties or monomorphic elements arrays that are profiled as SMIs.
Performance Evaluation
In this section, the benefits of the proposed technique are evaluated in terms of execution time and energy consumption. The V8 JavaScript engine has been extended to include the proposed optimizations. The hardware has been modeled through Marss [25] , which is a cycle-accurate, full-system simulator of the x86-64 architecture, with a micro-architectural configuration closely matching a Nehalem core. Energy consumption is measured through the McPat simulator [32] and Cacti [23] . We run three commonly used benchmark suites: Octane [30] , Kraken [31] and SunSpider [27] . We focus on the steady state, to center on the execution of non-optimized code, which is achieved by executing the benchmark ten times and taking statistics from the tenth iteration.
Cycle Count Improvements
In this section we evaluate the performance benefits of our technique, as measured with the Marss cycle-level microarchitecture simulator. Table 2 shows the main microarchitectural features of the simulated core, which resemble those of a Nehalem core [28] . The Class Cache has 128 entries and 2-way set associativity. We have chosen this configuration because it achieves more than 99.9% of hit rate for all the benchmarks, with very low hardware cost. Figure 8 shows the speedups for both the optimized code and the whole application. Regarding the former, our technique achieves an average speedup of 7.1%. We can see benchmarks with gains up to 34%. This confirms that our technique has an important impact on the execution of many JavaScript applications.
If we look at the whole application, including all the runtime, the average speedup is 5%. This is still an important benefit and, as discussed above, we expect it will improve as JavaScript applications become more compute intensive and the relative overhead of the housekeeping tasks decrease.
A remarkable case is ai-astar benchmark, from Kraken, which achieves a 34% of speedup. This benchmark is executing most of the time a loop with many object property accesses, which require an important number of checking operations that are removed by our optimizations, which more than half are Check-Maps operations. Note also that a Check-Maps operation performs a memory access, in order to obtain the hidden class identifier of the object. We have observed that after removing most of these memory access- Figure 8 . Improvement in number of cycles. es, the DL1 hit rate, the L2 hit rate and the Dtlb hit rate have improved by 20%, 40% and 37% respectively, which indicates that memory accesses are an important bottleneck for this benchmark. Figure 9 shows the energy savings of our technique for the three benchmark suites, which are measured through the McPAT simulator [32] . We used CACTI [23] to obtain the energy consumption of the Class Cache. Energy consumption is reduced by 4.5% on average for the whole application and 6.5% for optimized code. These savings come mainly from the reduction in number of executed instructions (which results in less dynamic energy) and execution time (which results in less leakage energy). Again, Kraken suite achieves the best energy savings with a 6.5% improvement. The consumed energy of this suite is also significantly reduced for optimized code, by 8.8% on average.
Energy Reduction

Incurred Overheads
In this section we present a detailed analysis of the overheads incurred by our technique.
Warm-Up Period
The amount of time constructing the Class List is proportional to the number of hidden classes that are dynamically created as objects are constructed. On the other hand, the number of hidden classes is relatively small in almost all benchmarks, which use up to 32 hidden classes excepting two benchmarks. Therefore, this overhead can be considered as negligible.
Class Cache Hits
Every time that a special store instruction that targets an object is performed, the Class Cache has to be accessed at the same time as the data is written to L1 data cache. Therefore, as long as the access hits in the Class Cache, we do not incur any penalty for the movStoreClassCache and movStoreClassCacheArray instructions.
Class Cache Misses
When a miss in the Class Cache happens, the information has to be retrieved from the Class List, which resides in main memory, and is rather slow operation. However, the hit rate of a Class Cache of just 128 entries and 2-way associativity is higher than 99.9% for all benchmarks and thus the penalty of misses is negligible.
Larger Objects
The objects whose size is higher than 64 bytes (one cache line) require an extra memory word for each extra. The fact that some objects are slightly larger (ranging from 7% to 11% of memory space increment for objects that occupy more than one cache line) may affect the L1 Data Cache hit rate. However, most of the object property accesses (79%) target the first cache line. Therefore, the L1 Data Cache miss rate hardly increases and this overhead is not relevant.
Hardware Cost
The Class Cache occupies less than 1.5KB, which represents less than 0.04% of the total area of the core, measured through McPAT [32] and CACTI [23] . Similarly, the energy consumption of this hardware structure has a negligible impact in total consumption of the core. Note that a pure software implementation of the proposed technique would be possible but would result in significant penalties, which would more than offset its benefits.
Conclusions
Dynamically typed programming languages have become very popular and are widely used nowadays. In these languages, performance is significantly burdened by the fact that object types have to be constantly checked at run time.
In this paper, we have proposed a new mechanism, the Class Cache, which allows a number of optimizations based on code specialization for particular object types. The specialization is based on a run time profiling that is extremely accurate. Besides, the proposed scheme detects when the specialized code is no longer correct before executing it, so there is no need for providing a recovery mechanism. In those cases, an exception is triggered and the code is recompiled to a non-specialized version that is guaranteed to be correct.
We have shown that these optimizations achieve important improvements in terms of speedup (7.1% on average; up to 34% for some programs) and energy consumption (6.5% on average) for optimized JavaScript code. 
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